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ABSTRACT
This final project is to propose new interior design of Zen Japanese Restaurant for Super Dining Sdn.Bhd. At 12-A, Persiaran 
Greentown 8, Pusat Perniagaan Greentown 30450 Ipoh Perak. In Malaysia, japanese restaurant is not really well known. It’s diffrent 
between sushi restaurant and ala carte japanese restaurant that making a japanese food in japanese method.
To collect the data collection, interview with the client have been done and some discussion has been carried out. From client I will get 
the requirement of what client needs. Besides that, research has been done by internet, magazines, and newspaper to support my 
data and increase the understanding of the project. All the data collection will be the guideline on design process and references to 
develop the idea of design.
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PROPOSED NEW INTERIOR DESIGN OF ZEN JAPANESE RESTAURANT
CHAPTER 1.0 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
For my final project, I chose a Zen Japanese restaurant to be my final project because to create new environment and so we can study 
about the Zen influence in design. The word Zen means “meditation” in Japan .and in Mandarin Zen means “the one and only”. The 
Zen influence is about calm, simplicity, and harmony. The restaurant is the place for people to eat, enjoy the food, meeting, and etc.
For this restaurant, the space or area will be separate to a few categories such as public area, area for very important person (VIP) and 
bistro. The areas are divided according to customer and environment suitability when they were in the restaurant. For example, when a 
family comes to restaurant, they will be placed at public area it different when a group of corporate which is a VIP comes to restaurant 
for a meeting or discussion with client. However, bistro is focus for person that just returned from work to release their stress.
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